Birch Class Home Learning for the week of 22nd February 2021
Welcome back, we hope you had a lovely half term and we are hoping it will not be long until we are all back in the classroom together.
Learning Activities

English

SPaG - Tenses
Monday – Present Perfect Tense
Tuesday – Recognising the Past Perfect Tense
Wednesday – Using the Past Perfect Tense
*Spelling – see sheets provided
Reading
Remember to login to Get Epic to read your assigned book or do your Rapid Read. You should be reading every day.
https://www.getepic.com/students
Poetry
Monday – Watch the videos introducing poetry on https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zdw83j6 and have a go at the 3 activities. We will be
looking at alliteration and creating a word bank of alliterative words that match the picture and then putting those words into a sentence.
Tuesday – We will be reading the poem ‘The Magic Box’ by Kit Wright and answering the comprehension questions. You can also listen to the
author reading the poem on https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zkpmhyc . You will then need to think about creating your own memory box –
what will you put inside yours?
Wednesday – Create your own memory box poem using alliteration in the framework provided. Write up your poem and illustrate it with all the
wonderful ideas you have described.

Maths

Group 1
Metric measures
Converting metric measures
Calculate metric measures
https://vimeo.com/504804646
https://vimeo.com/504805400
https://vimeo.com/504806436
Plus
Year 5 Pg 42 and 43 of Head Start Booklet
Year 6 See pages provided

Group 2
Forming equations, solving one step and two step equations
https://vimeo.com/502633670
https://vimeo.com/502634894
https://vimeo.com/503005898
Year 6 to complete Head Start booklets pages 41, 42, 43, 44
Albie – see sheets provided
Group 3
Converting units of time
Timetables
Metric measures
Convert metric measures
https://vimeo.com/504804646
https://vimeo.com/504805400
Geography Human Geography of South America
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-are-chile-and-the-uk-similar-and-different-cnj36r

Use the information sheets on Brazil and the UK to find similarities and differences between the two countries. Put the information on the Venn
diagram depending whether it is a difference that just Brazil has or just the UK. If it is a similarity that both countries have, then it goes in the
middle where the two circles meet. Colour your facts in (or highlight) to show if they are a human or physical geographical feature e.g. highlight
blue for human geographical facts and green for physical geographical facts.
Science

NEW! It’s all about the heart.
Complete the quiz first, then read through the instructions and watch the video.
Video – The circulatory system
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NF68qhyfcoM

Then complete the reading comprehension, label the drawing, and then have a go at the experiment and create a graph -see enclosed sheets.
This should take a morning or two afternoons, so plan your week.
Creative
Arts

If you have a shoe box at home, decorate it to turn it into the magic box like the one in our English poem – ‘The Magic Box.’ You could decorate it
like the one in the poem or create your own one. If you don’t have a shoe box, use the net from the worksheet to create your own magic box.
You could then use it to put any special memories in.

Physical
Education

PSHE

Spanish

Watch the ‘I express myself through dance’ video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slipxkIG9bc&feature=emb_logo

Try the activity at the end of the video: Choose a favourite TV programme and create a dance routine for the opening theme tune that lasts
around 30 seconds. Try to include: travel, turn, jump and don’t forget those cool poses! You can make a video of it if you like to email into school.
Mental Health
Watch the short video that introduces the idea of gratitude and thankfulness. It explains why gratitude is good for the brain and how it makes us
feel good, therefore supporting our mental health.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lRQkSPzJWk&feature=youtu.be
Write things that you are grateful for on the leaves and then cut them out and stick them on the Gratitude Tree. You could do a leaf or two a day
and by the end of the week see how full your tree is!
Colours
Learn colours in Spanish by watching the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gyGENGd9pY
Colour the pictures on the right of the worksheet with the colour on the label next to it. Cut along the dotted lines, then mix up all the cards and
place them face down on a table. With a partner, play matching pairs, by turning a card over and trying to find its match. Can you match the label
with the Spanish colour on to the picture that is in that colour? Remember to say the Spanish colour aloud when you turn over the card.

